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ABSTRACT: This study is proposing a sensor based network system for agricultural use that includes 

a monitoring module with a  server and a wireless communication module. Network system is primarily 

based detector network system which is associated to open Field server that permits straightforward and 

versatile watching of varied forms of agricultural aspects and contexts that includes weather monitoring, pH readings, 

soil moisture and humidity.   

This conjointly includes the event of a little scale preciseness farming approach wherever quick soil moisture sensing 

via wireless detector networks provides a inexpensive, low power choice to cut back the potential for water induced 

plant stresses and increase yields. The sensors can transmit amendment in soil moisture levels only when they occur, 

thus considerably reducing the facility consumed by the varied detector nodes whereas increasing the life time of the 

devices.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The new age computing and information storage have provided vast amounts of data. The challenge has been to extract 

knowledge from this raw data; this has lead to new methods and techniques such as data mining that can bridge the 

knowledge gap. Data mining software applications, using various methodologies, have been developed by both 

commercial and research centres. These techniques have been used for industrial, scientific and commercial purposes. 

For example, data mining has been used to analyse large data sets and establish useful classification and patterns in the 

data sets. “various techniques of data analysis like decision tress are majorly used by agricultural and biological 

research, statistical machine learning and other analysis methods” 

IntelloAgri is designed keeping in the mind to keep up with the robustness of the environment, versatility of the 

software and ease of use. Field server consists of Sensors, camera and is designed such that it takes the minimum space 

in the field. Inputs taken by the field server is read by sensors, and forwarded to the Raspberry Pi processor, the 

processor then sends the data to the local server that in turn stores it in the database. Sensors are Programmed using 

Scripting language i.e. Python for the purpose of connecting processor to the sensors. User can  perform querying and 

analysis operations  on the collected data. This document specifies the design that is used to solve the problem of 

product. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Mattia Zeni at el[1], Farm yields and crop quality are closely connected to environmental exposures throughout growth. 

Stresses will occur once an excessive amount of or insufficient water is delivered. These nuances of farm production ar 

typically unnoticed by the everyday little scale farmer in geographical region. The result's that tiny scale farms, on 

average, below manufacture by quite forty percent during this paper, author describes the event of a little scale 

exactitude farming approach wherever quick soil wet sensing via wireless device networks provides a affordable, low-

power choice to cut back the potential for water induced plant stresses and increase yields. the answer is especially 

suited to resource forced environments with no access to grid power and poor network property. By observance water  

intake by plants, author demonstrate the potential for quick information assortment from wireless soil wet sensors 

within the farm. Finally, this work shows that the developed wireless device nodes will last quite 5 years with restricted 

human intervention. 
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Jay Gholap at el [3], Agricultural analysis has been profited by technical advances like automation, data processing. 

Today, data processing is employed in an exceedingly large areas and plenty of off-the-peg data processing system 

merchandise and domain specific data processing application softwares are obtainable, however data processing in 

agricultural soil datasets may be a comparatively a young analysis field. the big amounts of information that ar today 

just about harvested in conjunction with the crops got to be analyzed and will be accustomed their full extent. This 

analysis aims at analysis of soil dataset using data processing techniques. It focuses on classification of soil exploitation 

varied algorithms obtainable. Another vital purpose is to predict untested attributes exploitation regression technique, 

and implementation of machine-controlled soil sample classification. 

Pornchai Taechatanasat at el [4], The capability of farmers and agricultural scientists to be ready to build in-season 

choices relies on correct climate, soil and plant information. This paper can offer a review of the kinds of 

environmental and crop information which will be collected by sensors which may used for call support systems (DSS) 

or be any interrogated for real time data processing and analysis. This paper conjointly presents a review of the info 

necessities for agricultural deciding by first off reviewing call support frameworks and agricultural DSSs, information 

acquisition, sensors for information acquisition and samples of information incorporation for agricultural DSSs. 

 

Tokihiro Fukatsu at el [5], In previous works, Web-based detector network system or “Field Server” was projected for 

agricultural use that includes a observance module with an internet server and a wireless communication module to the 

net. This paper focuses on providing effective, personalized and sensible observance to produce the knowledge farmers 

would like, associate degreed developed an Open Field Server that permits straightforward and versatile observance of 

assorted kinds of agricultural fields and contexts. Then, the Open Field Server was deployed in 5 completely different 

sensible agricultural applications: weather observance for growth prediction, insect count for pesterer harm 

prognostication, crop growth observance with image information, wild animal police investigation, and farm operation 

recognition. Through these observance experiments, he potential and effectiveness of the system in an exceedingly 

large choice of sensible agricultural applications was incontestable whereas author's expertise has pointed to areas 

within which the system might be any refined to attain advanced observance in an exceedingly large choice of things. 

  

Wei Guo at el [2], Effective associate degreed economical segmentation of vegetation from digital plant pictures is an 

actively studied topic in crop phenotyping. several of the at one time planned ways showed smart performance within 

the extraction underneath controlled light-weight conditions however it's still onerous to properly extract solely 

vegetation from RGB pictures taken underneath natural light-weight condition wherever the photographs will contain 

shaded and lighted components with specularly mirrored components of plants. during this paper, author proposes a 

sturdy technique to extract vegetation from the plant pictures taken underneath natural light-weight conditions 

mistreatment wheat pictures. the strategy relies on a machine learning method, call tree and image noise reduction 

filters. This work adopted the CART algorithmic rule to make a call tree within the coaching method and examined its 

performance mistreatment take a look at pictures, examination it with the performances of different ways like ExG, 

ExG-ExR and changed ExG that square measure wide used recently. The results showed that the accuracy of the 

vegetation extraction by the planned technique was considerably higher than that of the opposite ways significantly for 

the photographs that embrace powerfully shaded and specularly mirrored components. The planned technique 

conjointly has a plus that a similar model may be applied to totally different pictures while not requiring a threshold 

adjustment for every image. 

 

Xiaopei Wu at el [6], author considers the matter of observation soil wet evolution employing a wireless network of 

unmoved underground sensors. To reduce value and prolong lifespan, it's extremely fascinating to accept fewer 

measurements and estimate with higher accuracy the initial signal (soil wet temporal evolution). during this paper 

author explores results from the compressive sensing (CS) literature and examine their relevance to the current 

downside. author's main challenge lies within the choice of 2 matrices, the measure matrix and a illustration basis. The 

physical constraints of author's downside build it extremely non-trivial to pick out these matrices, so the latter will 

adequate spareness the underlying signal whereas at constant time be sufficiently incoherent with the previous, 2 

common pre-conditions for cesium techniques to figure well. Author construct a illustration basis by exploiting 

distinctive options of soil wet evolution. Authors show that this basis attains excellent exchange between its ability to 

spareness the signal and its incoherence with measure matrices that square measure in line with author's physical 

constraints. in depth numerical analysis is performed on each real, high-resolution soil wet knowledge and simulated 
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knowledge, and thru comparison with a closed-loop programing approach. This work's results demonstrate that author's 

approach is very effective in reconstructing the soil wet method with high accuracy and low rate. 

Tokihiro Fukatsu at el [7], so as to mechanically monitor farmer's activities, author proposes a farm operation 

observation system mistreatment “Field Servers” associated a wearable device equipped with an RFID reader and 

motion sensors. The planned system helps in recognizing farming operations by analyzing the information from the 

sensors and detected RFID tags that area unit connected to varied objects like farming materials, facilities, and 

machinery. This technique is applied to varied things while not dynamic the traditional system. Moreover, this method 

provides helpful data in period and controls specific machines in a very coordinated manner on the idea of recognized 

operation. 

Leisa J. Armstrong at el [8], The advances in computing and data storage have provided huge amounts of knowledge. 

The challenge has been to extract data from this raw data; this has result in new ways and techniques like data 

processing that may bridge the data gap. This analysis aimed to assess these new data processing techniques and apply 

them to a soil science info to ascertain if meaningful relationships may be found. an outsized information set extracted 

from the American state Department of Agriculture and Food (AGRIC) soils info has been accustomed conduct this 

analysis. The info contains measurements of profile information from numerous locations throughout the south west 

agricultural region of Australian state. The analysis establishes whether or not meaningful relationships may be found 

within the profile information at totally different locations. additionally, comparison was created between current data 

processing techniques like cluster analysis and applied mathematics ways to ascertain the foremost effective technique. 

the end result of the analysis could have several advantages, to agriculture, soil management and environmental. 

 

Tokihiro Fukatsu at el [9], authors have planned a Web-based sensing element network made of Web-based sensing 

element nodes and a distant management system. The internet-based sensing element nodes contains communication 

units and activity devices with Web servers. The management system has intelligent process and rule-based operate to 

manage them flexibly via the web and performs numerous image analyses simply with internet application services. By 

distributing the image analyses to internet application services, planned system provides versatile and ascendible 

processing. This work incontestable that it will notice the specified image analyses effectively and perform difficult 

management by ever-changing its operations looking on the results of research. 

 

Xiaopei Wu at el[10] This work contemplate the matter of observance soil wet evolution employing a wireless network 

of unchanged underground sensors. to scale back price and prolong lifespan, it's extremely fascinating to have 

confidence fewer measurements and estimate with higher accuracy the initial signal (soil wet temporal evolution). 

during this paper author explore results from the compressive sensing (CS) literature and examine their pertinency to 

the current downside. Main challenge lies within the choice of 2 matrices, the measure matrix and a illustration basis. 

The physical constraints of our downside create it extremely non-trivial to pick out these matrices, so the latter will 

adequate sparsify the underlying signal whereas at an equivalent time be sufficiently incoherent with the previous, 2 

common pre-conditions for caesium techniques to figure well. Author constructs a illustration basis by exploiting 

distinctive options of soil wet evolution. This work show that this basis attains superb trade off between its ability to 

sparsify the signal and its incoherence with measure matrices that area unit in step with physical constraints. intensive 

numerical analysis is performed on each real, high-resolution soil wet information and simulated information, and thru 

comparison with a closed-loop planning approach. This work's results demonstrate that our approach is very effective 

in reconstructing the soil wet method with high accuracy and low rate. 

 

Fukatsu, Tokihiro  at el [11] Author has planned net  based device network created of web based device nodes and a 

distant management system. net based mostly device nodes include communication units and measure devices with 

web servers. The management system has intelligent process and rule based mostly functions to manage them flexibly 

via net and performs numerous image analyses simply with web application services, planned system provides versatile 

and ascendible processing. this work has a tendency to incontestable that it will understand the specified image 

analyses effectively and perform difficult management by ever-changing its operations counting on the results of 

analysis. 

 

Panchard, Jacques  at el [12] Wireless device networks (WSNs) are often a valuable decision-support tool for farmers. 

This actuated author's preparation of a WSN system to support rain-fed agriculture in Asian nation. author explains  a 

tendency to outlined promising use cases and resolved technical challenges throughout a biennial preparation of our 
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common sense internet system, that provided farmers with atmosphere knowledge. However, the direct use of this 

technology within the field failed to foster the expected participation of the population. This created it troublesome to 

develop the supposed decision-support system. supported this expertise, there is a tendency to take the subsequent 

position during this paper: presently, the preparation of WSN technology in developing regions is additional probably 

to be effective if it targets scientists and technical personnel as users, instead of the farmers themselves. author has a 

tendency to base this claim on the teachings learned from the common sense system preparation and therefore the 

results of an intensive user experiment with agriculture scientists, that author has a tendency to describe during this 

paper. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

To help the farmer taking an informed decision about the farm considering several parameters, there is a creation of an 

analytical model that will work on the continuous stream of inputs fed by the field server installed on the field.  

The installed server takes the set of inputs including temperature, humidity, pH, and water contents of the soil, stored in 

a database and then sent further for analytical operations depending upon the best suited algorithm. Mined data is then 

displayed on web page 

 

 
Figure 1: Web-based sensor network consisting of Field Servers 

MODULES : 

 

1) Field Server: This is the hardware module consisting of the Raspberry Pi processor, humidity sensor, temperature 

sensor, soil moisture and pH. 

2) Storage Database: To store the input received from the field server 

3)Analytical Database: To perform and store results of Data mining operations on the input. 

4)Web Page: To display the results of mining operations. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Critical problem in agriculture about overuse of fertilizers, and over irrigation has been searched which is presently a 

major problem in a country like India and causes huge loss to farmers as well as country's GDP.  

The proposed economic solution for above problem is "Intelloagri: An intelligent approach towards agriculture". This 

solution includes monitoring and analysis of different field aspects and provides the proper approach for the same. 

 

Though the system is carefully designed with keeping in mind the ease of implementation and simpler accessibility, but 

there are some aspects in which the proposed work can be further enhanced.  

In order to provide better environment for crops to grow, animal surveillance module can be added in the field server. 

Website can be further enhanced in form of a mobile application along with support for various platforms, considering 

the fact that most of the farmers still don't have internet access in remote areas. Focus should also be done on 

development of such apps in regional languages to make it accessible by all the targeted audience along with the  

several other soil parameters can be used for better analysis.   
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